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GLPC-55/19 
GENERAL STUDIES (Paper - 1) 

arraa 3%: 200 

[Maximum Marks: 200 

ime Allowed : Three Hours] 

() 20 xA fau Tm Igrs - 10 ast4 

(iv) *T3VTA T-FTAT 1 TA TEI 

Specific Instructions: () There are 20 questions. Section - A consists of 

10 short answer questions with word limit of 

125 each and Section B consists of 10 long 
answer questions with word limit of 200 each. 

The questions are printed both in Hindi andin 

English. 
(i) All questions are compulsory 
(ii) The number of marks carried by a question/part 

is indicated against it. 
(iv) Keep the word limit indicated in the questions 

mina. 

(V) Any page or portion of the page left blank in the 

answer b0oklet must be clearly struck off. 

g /SECTION -A 

enhancing 
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Analyse corruption as a threat to internal security. 

8 

Armed Forces Special Powers Act' of the Parliament of India has come 

under criticism by the States as being 
dracontan and sometimes as 

un-Constitutional. ExAmine analyticaly. 

What do you mean by Inclusive 
Growth' ? How inclusive growth is helpful 

n reducing poverty 
and inequalities in India ? Explain. 

8 

Explain the impact of green 
revolution on small and marginal farmers. 

Discuss how poverty is measured in Indía. Examine the steps taken to 

overcome the rural poverty in India. 

8 

What are the causes of industrial sickness in India ? Give suitable 

Suggestions to overcome the problem. 

8 

Discuss the causes of energy crisis in India. 

9 -faraym frATe Af IzifYT (3 rg) a-farayI KHE 

Define Biodiversity. Why are tropical countries rich in biodiversity ? 

Explain. 

What are 'digital rights'? Discuss their objectives 

(Grneral Studies 



TU3 - a/SECTION- B 

"With unbridled escalation in the international terrorism activities during the past two decades a grave threat looms large before world peace. Every nation has to join hand in the global fight unto the last against it." Explain this statement. 

12. *arfv£ra varata (TuTg fAru) styi ztEKK Tr 3TUfas zfauTi sffear 
12 

"Nuclear deterrance is the only effective alternative to counter the deadly genocidal nuclear weapons Analytically explain this statement. 

12 How far social media can be utilized as a significant tool in strengthening national security ?" Explain. 

12 What is 'new' in New Indusrocy In this context, state the features of new industrial policy anu plan ts eftects on the industrial growth. 

Discuss as to what extent tne policy of econom 

distributive justice has Deen Successful in the fulR with equalitv 
of inclusive growth in India. 

12 Discuss as to 
e has been successful in the fulfiiment of the objectives 

and 

12 Critically explain the issue of educated unemployment 6e in U.P. 

es of food security in India. How can they be removed? 
Explain 
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12 

Evaluate in brief the agriculture marketing reforms in India. Are they 
adequate ? 

12 
What is cloud computing? Show light on the services rendered by cloud 
romputing and enlist its advantages. 

2 
What do you mean by "Technology Transfer ? How far this can be useful 
in disseminating complex technology ? Explain. 




